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                  State Driver’s License 


Breakthrough in Smart Technology 

 

 

M INNEAPOLIS, M INNESOTA - If you’re the victim of an accident, natural disaster or 


terrorist attack, a quick scan with any smart device of a QR code sticker attached to your driver’s 


license or passport, displays your emergency profile which can include information such as your 


medical alerts and conditions, emergency contacts, prescriptions, allergies and blood type. Your 


profile can even display a copy of your auto insurance card and any other important documents. 


 


Account Medical is making its way across the USA one state at a time by offering each State Driver’s 


License Department its patented PEIS (Personal Emergency Information System) software. 


 


David McDonald, CEO of Account Medical says, “We are definitely in need of a change when it 


comes to safety and responsive action, especially when timing is critical. All first responders work 


under high pressure. Our PEIS software provides a much faster method of accessing a person’s vital 


information which alleviates some of that stress and demand and in turn helps save more lives”. 


 


David continues: “It’s unknown to many but, interestingly, there are only five states that offer the 


public any type of emergency information database in which to enter even basic emergency contact 


or medial information. What’s more limiting is the fact that this information can only be accessed by 


law enforcement personnel after running your driver’s license and manually checking for the 


information. Worse yet, some of these database systems use outdated technology, dating back to 


2007. By contrast, our high-tech QR-based system provides an immediate view of the person’s profile 


that they have complete control over: The customer provides all the vital information they want first 


responders to see in case of emergency. When the person’s medical condition is determined by 


scanning their QR code sticker with any smart phone or tablet, treatment can be administered much 




faster which in turn can save their life. This is, by far, the most effective technology to appear to date 


that addresses this vitally important issue.” 


 


Account Medical’s PEIS system will soon be available at your local license tab bureau as State 


Departments approve its implementation. The service can be ordered at the same time while getting 


your tabs or renewing your license at a reduced cost of only $9.95 a year. 


 


Account Medical is a is a veteran-owned company that provides emergency alert ID systems within a 


variety of industries worldwide. 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please visit http://AccountMedical.com. 



